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Abstract
Introduction: Majority of the orthopedic surgeries are associated with significant blood loss due to the
large amount of cut bone, soft tissue dissection, and prolonged operation time.
Aims and Objectives: To study efficacy of tranexamic acid in reducing perioperative blood loss in
orthopedic surgeries.
Methodology: This was a cross-sectional study carried out in the patients undergoing the various
orthopedic surgeries where more blood lost is anticipated during the one year period i.e. February 2018
to February 2019.
Group A: Given tranexamic acid (TXA) intravenously.
Group B: Given no any special drugs except routine management of patient. The statistical analysis
was done by chi-square test and unpaired t-test SPSS 19- version software.
Result: In our study we have found The average age in both the groups was comparable i.e.
43.12±3.45 and 42.98±4.18 (p>0.05, t=0.98, df=48) and the male to female composition was also
comparable i.e. 2.12:1 and 3.16:1 (X2=0.09, p>0.05,df=1). Pre-operative HB (mean ± SD)-12.98± 2.76
and 13.27± 1.76 (p>0.05,t=0.76,df=48); Pre-operative HC (mean ± SD)- 35.78±3.45 and 36.12±.76
(p>0.05,t=0.26,df=48) was comparable but the Post-operative HB(mean ± SD) was 10.87± 2.73 and
9.12±1.73 (P<0.01,t=4.29,df=48); Post-operative HC (mean ± SD)- 34.87±3.48 and 33.19± 2.65
(P<0.001,t=5.32,df=48); Post-operative blood lost in ml (mean ± SD)- 749± 43.78 and 457±39.19
(P<0.0001,t=9.87,df=48) was significantly differed in Group A as compared to Group B.
Conclusion: It can be concluded form our study that the patients who received TXA were significantly
less blood lost peri-operatively assessed by the various parameters like post-operative HB, HC, blood
lost.
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Introduction
Majority of the orthopedic surgeries are associated with significant blood loss due to the
large amount of cut bone, soft tissue dissection, and prolonged operation time [1–3]. Surgical
bleeding may require allogenic blood transfusions and the risk of serious adverse transfusion
reactions may increase [4, 5]. Besides, transfusions can cause damage to vital organs and
coagulopathy. Another concern regarding perioperative bleeding specially during spine
surgery is the risk of spinal epidural hematoma formation, which might lead to spinal cord or
cauda equina compression [6, 7]. Therefore, controlling perioperative bleeding and reducing
exposure to allogeneic blood have become important for spine surgeons. Several techniques
have been used to reduce bleeding, and consequently, reduce the frequency of exposure to
allogeneic transfusions: controlled hypotension, regional anesthesia, autologous blood
transfusion, intraoperative blood salvage, and administration of various medications [8].
Tranexamic acid (TXA) is a synthetic antifibrinolytic drug derivative of a lysine-binding site
of plasminogen; it inhibits plasminogen from binding to fibrin and suppresses fibrinolysis [9].
Here we have studied the effectiveness of TXA for the control of Preoperative bleeding in
orthopedic surgeries where much blood lost is anticipated.
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Methodology: This was a cross-sectional, prospective study carried out in the patients
undergoing the various orthopedic surgeries where more blood lost is anticipated during the
one year period i.e. February 2018 to February 2019 by taking written and explained consent
so during the one year period 50 patients were enrolled to study by all anesthetic and
physicians required protocols. Out of them 25 included.
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Group A: Given tranexamic acid (TXA) intravenously.
Group B: Given no any special drugs except routine
management of patient. The Investigations like –HB,
Hematocrit were carried out pre-operatively and post
operatively. The post-operative blood lost was measured by
dry and wet mop method and measurement of drain for 24
hours. The statistical analysis was done by chi-square test
and unpaired t-test SPSS 19- version software.
Result
Table 1: Distribution of the patients as per the age and sex
Group A (n=25)

Group B (n=25)

43.12±3.45

42.98±4.18

Average Age
(mean ±SD)
Male
Female

Sex
17
8

19
6

p-value
p>0.05,t=0.9
8,df=48
X2=0.09,p>0.
05,df=1

The average age in both the groups was comparable i.e.
43.12±3.45 and 42.98±4.18 (p>0.05, t=0.98, DF=48) and
the male to female composition was also comparable i.e.
2.12:1 and 3.16:1 (X2=0.09, p>0.05, df=1).
Table 2: Distribution of the patients as per the peri-operative blood
lost in both the groups
Peri -operative
blood lost
Pre-operative HB
(mean ± SD)
Pre-operative HC
(mean ± SD)
Post-operative
HB(mean ± SD)
Post-operative
HC (mean ± SD)
Post-operative
blood lost in ml
(mean ± SD)

Group A
(n=25)

Group B
(n=25)

p-value

12.98± 2.76 13.27± 1.76 p>0.05,t=0.76,df=48
35.78±3.45 36.12± 2.76 p>0.05,t=0.26,df=48
10.87± 2.73 9.12±1.73 P<0.01,t=4.29,df=48
34.87±3.48 33.19± 2.65 P<0.001,t=5.32,df=48
749± 43.78 457±39.19 P<0.0001,t=9.87,df=48

Pre-operative HB (mean ± SD)-12.98± 2.76 and 13.27±
1.76 (p>0.05,t=0.76,df=48); Pre-operative HC (mean ±
SD)- 35.78±3.45 and 36.12± 2.76 (p>0.05,t=0.26,df=48)
was comparable but the Post-operative HB(mean ± SD) was
10.87± 2.73 and 9.12±1.73 (P<0.01,t=4.29,df=48); Postoperative HC (mean ± SD)- 34.87±3.48 and 33.19± 2.65
(P<0.001,t=5.32,df=48); Post-operative blood lost in ml
(mean
±
SD)749±
43.78
and
457±39.19
(P<0.0001,t=9.87,df=48) was significantly differed in
Group A as compared to Group B.
Discussion: The measures to reduce perioperative blood
lost; these include the use of tranexamic acid (TXA),
epinephrine, fibrin glue, Floseal hemostatic matrix, and
transfusion. TA is gaining wide attention from surgeons
because of its low cost, easy access and use, and is a
medication which is widely known in the literature
[10]
. Considering this scenario, studies on the clinical
effectiveness of TA in reducing blood loss during TKA are
extremely important, since there is no consensus regarding
the best application protocol or dosage in the current
literature [11].
TA, which is a synthetic antifibrinolytic agent, contains the
Trans isomer of 4-amino-carboxylic methyl cyclohexane
(Transamin), a synthetic derivative of the amino acid lysine

[12,

13]
. Which acts through competition to inhibit the
activation of plasminogen to plasmin. This formula has a
strong attraction to the site where lysine connects to the
plasminogen and plasmin, thus inhibiting the activation and
competing action of plasmin. Its action is primarily based on
slowing down the fibrinolytic process (it is a potent inhibitor
of the fibrinolytic action of plasmin) after clot formation,
extending the time of dissolution of the fibrin network, thus
preserving the clot and not resulting in the activation of the
coagulation cascade. These properties increase the
efficiency of the hemostatic substance, reducing the
intensity and the risks of bleeding in surgical procedures,
trauma and diseases where bleeding is likely [12, 14]. TA has
rapid absorption of approximately 90% of an intravenous
dose excreted in the urine in 24 hours, a plasma half-life of
approximately 2 hours, and therapeutic levels maintained
for 6-8 hours [10, 15].
In our study we have found The average age in both the
groups was comparable i.e. 43.12±3.45 and 42.98±4.18
(p>0.05, t=0.98, df=48) and the male to female composition
was also comparable i.e. 2.12:1 and 3.16:1 (X2=0.09,
p>0.05, df=1).
Pre-operative HB (mean ± SD)-12.98± 2.76 and 13.27±
1.76 (p>0.05,t=0.76,df=48); Pre-operative HC (mean ±
SD)- 35.78±3.45 and 36.12± 2.76 (p>0.05,t=0.26,df=48)
was comparable but the Post-operative HB(mean ± SD) was
10.87± 2.73 and 9.12±1.73 (P<0.01, t=4.29,df=48); Postoperative HC (mean ± SD)- 34.87±3.48 and 33.19± 2.65
(P<0.001, t=5.32,df=48); Post-operative blood lost in ml
(mean ± SD)- 749± 43.78 and 457±39.19 (P<0.0001,
t=9.87, df=48) was significantly differed in Group A as
compared to Group B.
These findings are similar to B. Hari Krishnan [16] et al. they
found Out of 168 patients, who underwent TKA in our
centre during the period of the study, 100 were included in
the study, 50 patients were included in placebo group and 50
patients were included in TXA group. There was a
statistically significant reduction in the use of transfusion
(Fisher exact test; P=0.001). A total of 46 units of blood
were used; 42 units transfused to participants in the placebo
group and only 4 units transfused to participants in the TXA
group and less change in the parameters like HB and HC

Conclusion
It can be concluded form our study that the patients who
received TXA were significantly less blood lost perioperatively assessed by the various parameters like postoperative HB, HC, blood lost.
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